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                                    Abstract
Problem statement:  Effective communication between the pharmacist and
the patient is an important aspect of pharmacotherapy as it  ensures patient's
compliance to drug therapy.
But  this  is  not  the  case,  failure  in  pharmacist  –patient  communication  most
commonly associated with non-compliance with drug therapy including failure to
omission of doses, errors of dosage, incorrect administration, errors in the time of
administration and premature discontinuation.  Pharmacists  play a vital  role  in
patient education in rational drug use. The issue of medication failure is one of
the challenges in treatment .Pharmacist –patient communication is supposed to
solve many problems associated with medication failure. 
Objective: To assess pharmacy professionals-patient communication in  Bahir
Dar town. 
Methods:  The  study  design  was  both  quantitative  cross-sectional  and
qualitative. The sample was selected randomly .The data was collected using
observational technique using check list, clients exit interview and providers in
-depth interview .The data entry was carried out using epi-info and then exported
to SPSS for analysis. and the qualitative part analyzed manually .
Results: A total  respondent rate of  758(98.44%) from 770 sample size was
obtained.  The  provider  didn’t  advise  696  (91.80%)  of  patients  about  their
medication.  The  major  means  of  information  provision  was  found to  be  oral.
Respondents  of  656(86.4%)  didn’t  have  accesses  to  attend  privacy  to  get
information on their medication. Almost all health facilities (99.90%) didn’t provide
consultation services with confidentiality.
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Conclusion: Even thought the extent of communication between pharmacy
professional- patients was generally poor, clients have shown satisfaction. Here
the major information provision was oral and Patients question asking behavior
was poor. Major factors that could affect extent of communication were lack of
knowledge, socio-economical and cultural affairs, the health facility setting and
patient conditions.  
Recommendation:  Strengthened  provider  –patient  communication  to
enhance awareness of community and individuals on rational drug use through
different approaches is of great importance.
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1. Background
   1.1. Introduction
Health care is among priority sectors in developing countries, especially Africa.
Many people die daily from infectious and other diseases due to poor health care
conditions.  There  seems  to  be  a  great  potential  in  using  information  and
communication systems to save human lives by improving health delivery and
access to  much needed information  on medication  and other  components  of
health issues (1, 2)
Communication  is  the  exchange of  information,  ideas,  thoughts  and feelings.
Patient communication is a key competency element of the Pharmaceutical Care
process. Effective communication with patients depends greatly on the degree of
empathy demonstrated in the course of conversation .Studies repeatedly show
that effective patient counseling can significantly reduce patient non-adherence,
treatment failure, and wasted health resources. A good communicator is one who
listens to the patient carefully and shares the problems intimately so that the
patient expresses the emotions underlying the disease. (1, 2). 
Pharmacy  service  is  one  of  the  most  important  components  of  health  care
delivery  system in  the  health  facility  setting.  Therefore,  studying  the  level  of
communication  between the  pharmacist  and the  patient,  the  factors  that  can
affect  the  level  of  communication  through  satisfaction  of  patients,  and  the
approaches of medication information provision by the pharmacist to the patient
were significant issues to be given great attention (2, 3).
The failure in pharmacist –patient communication is most commonly associated
with  non-compliance  with  drug  therapy  including  failure  to  have  prescription
dispensed  or  renewed  omission  of  doses,  errors  of  dosage,  incorrect
administration, errors in the time administration and premature discontinuation.
Some patients for whom medication has been prescribed do not even take their
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prescriptions  to  pharmacy. Some others  who  do take their  prescriptions  to  a
pharmacy fail to pick them up when they are completed (3, 4).
In surveys of consumers, 2% responded that they had brought their prescription
to the pharmacy but failed to pick up them .The most common explanations for
not taking the prescriptions feel that they have recovered from the condition or
otherwise do not need the medication, they think they have a similar medicine at
home, they don’t like to take medicine, the cost is too high, or they forget to pick
up the prescription from the pharmacy (3, 5). 
The omission of dose is one of the most common type of non- compliance and
more  likely  to  occur  when  the  medication  is  to  be  administered  at  frequent
intervals and/or for an extended period of time. Errors of dosage include situation
in  which  the  moment  of  an  individual  dose,  frequency  of administration  is
incorrect. Premature discontinuation of treatment occurs commonly with the use
of antibiotics as well as medications used in the treatment of chronic disorders (3,
5, and 6)
Studies reflect variation in the degree of non- compliance. Many reports indicate
that  at  least  one-  third  of  patients  failed  to  comply with  instructions,  and  for
patients with chronic  illnesses on long term treatment regimen results suggest a
rate of non- compliance of approximately 50% ( 6,7).
The importance and the scope of difficulties that result from the failure to use
medications in  the  manner  intended have  resulted  in  the  national  council  on
patient Communication, information, education designating at noncompliance as
America’s  other  drug  problem  and  others  have  described  it  as  an  “invisible
epidemic”. Others have noted that non-compliance may be the most significant
problem that faces medicine today and that knowledge of patient compliance.
Communication and information provision is of critically important in interpreting
drug responses in the individual patent (2, 7, and 8).
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2. Literature review
A review of published studies of drug- related hospital admissions noted that 11
reports  indicated  that  22.7% of  adverse  drug  reactions  hospitalizations  were
induced by non –compliance which was resulted mainly failure in communication
in addition to some other factors. Efforts have been made to demonstrate the
relationship of non-compliance to a number of variables such as age, education,
Occupation,  Socioeconomically  status,  personality  factors  physiological
variables; and the numbers, the type and severity of illnesses ,Patient and health
professional  interaction barriers .The circumstances surrounding the visit  of  a
patient with a physician and pharmacist and the quality and effectiveness of the
communication  of  these  health  professionals  with  the  patient  are  major
determinants of the patients understanding of, and attitude towards, the illness
and therapeutic regiment itself (9,10 and,11).
Communication is vital skill, necessary for success in personal and professional
settings. Pharmacists often serve as the guardians of appropriate drug therapy.
Therefore,  communicating  effectively  is  key  to  reinforcing  the  value  of  the
pharmacists  within  the  health  care  system  on  a  daily  bases.  The  type  of
information  that  is  communicated may be the same,-however, the  knowledge
level and the expectation of the audience dictate the delivery of the message.
Regardless of the knowledge of expertise, pharmacist cannot actively participate
in patient care unless they can communicate effectively (12, 13).
Pharmacy career options have expanded into multiple, different settings including
hospital, community, managed care, academic and industry. In all these setting
communication is critical; hence communication skills are paramount to effective
pharmacy  practices.  Pharmacist-patient  communication  in  community
pharmacies has been studied for over 25 years to conceptualized, defined, and
measured pharmacist-patient communication across studies and identifies gaps
in the literature (14, 15).
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 A study was conducted by compiled from different data sources using keywords,
“counseling”,  “patient  communication”,  “patient  counseling”,  “patient  education
patient consult ”, and/or “pharmacists. The search generated 56 studies on the∗
pharmacy, of which 39 studies met the inclusion criteria (10, 16 and 17).
Most studies (72%) have used the term patient counseling, although pharmacist-
patient communication and patient education were also used. The definition of
patient  counseling  varies  across  studies.  Almost  half  of  the  studies  (49%)
conceptualized  pharmacist-patient  communication  solely  as  a  pharmacist
information  provision  activity. A  total  of  16  studies  (41%)  also  focused  on
pharmacists'  interpersonal  behavior  in  addition  to  the  information  provision
activity of the pharmacist. In contrast, patient communication behavior and the
exchange process between both parties has been under-studied. A total of 16
studies (41%) used a retrospective design.  All  studies used a cross-sectional
design, with varying modes of data collection such as mail surveys, telephone
interviews, non participant observation, and shopper studies. Taped encounters
are rare (15, 18, and 19).
This  review  revealed  that  most  studies  have  focused  on  a  one  way
communication  of  pharmacists  to  patients.  A need  for  examining  the  patient-
pharmacist dyad   is apparent. Future research could explore a greater use of
taped encounters  to  analyze the  interactive  communication  process,  affective
components  of  communication  such  as  collaborative  problem  solving,
interpersonal relationship development, and the expertise that patients bring into
the encounter (1, 19, and 20).
Effective communication between the pharmacist and the patient is an important
aspect of pharmacotherapy as it ensures patient's compliance to drug therapy.
The study of the communication between the pharmacist and patient was carried
out  and  the  results  indicate  that  the  level  of  communication  between  the
pharmacists  and  their  patients  was  generally  very  poor.  The  pharmacists
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provided information to the patients mainly in connection with the prices of their
medications  (98.5%)  and  the  directions  for  their  use  (98.5%).  They  hardly
provided  information  to  the  patients  in  areas  such  as  continuity  of  therapy,
contraindications, interactions, monitoring, solicitation of feedback and the name,
source, nature, purpose and side effects of their drugs. Patient's question asking
was also generally poor and most patients tend to ask questions in relation to the
price of  their  medications.  The socio-demographic characteristics,  prescription
status  and patient  question asking  were  major  predictors  for  the provision of
information  to  patients.  Pharmacists  in  the  hospitals  studied  do  not  provide
adequate drug information to their patients. This necessitates the re-orientation
of pharmacists if  they are to be able to provide effective pharmaceutical care
services to patients. But some identified gap cited in this literature was unable to
use prescribers, patient care, and health facility indicators to investigate drug use
in the health facilities (2, 19, and 21).
Consumer demand for prescription drug information has increased in the past
few years.  This  demand has  created  increased  public  expectations  from the
pharmacist  for  this  information.  A  study  was  conducted  to  assess  how
pharmacists  are responding to this demand and to  examine factors that  may
explain their response. The study consisted of a survey of pharmacists working in
a randomly selected sample of 400 community pharmacies in Michigan of which
234  (58.5%)  usable  responses  were  analyzed.  The  results  indicate  that
pharmacists do not provide oral information to most of the patients to which they
dispense prescriptions. Written information is provided primarily via the labels on
the  prescription  container.  However,  pharmacists  willingly  provide  advice  to
patients that they perceive as needing or wanting such information, particularly in
response to  patient  requests.  These findings suggest  that  patients  will  obtain
more information from their pharmacists if they are more aggressive in seeking it.
In addition, pharmacists should encourage questions from patients more often by
spending more time with them and counseling them in a more private setting. (5,
22, 23)
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To make informed decisions about taking medicinal drugs, people need accurate
information  about  side-effects.  A European Union guideline now recommends
use  of  qualitative  descriptions  for  five  bands  of  risk,  ranging  from  very  rare
(affecting < 0•01% of the population), to very common (>10%). They did four
studies of more than 750 people, whom they asked to estimate the probability of
having a side-effect on the basis of qualitative and quantitative descriptions. Their
results showed that qualitative descriptions led to gross overestimation of risk.
Until  further work was done on how patients taking the drugs interpret  these
terms, the terms should not be used in drug information leaflets. (6, 24)
The provision of healthcare in the context of HIV/Aids is a challenge to health
professionals.  Pharmacists  play  an  important  role  in  providing  information,
education  and  counseling  to  encourage  adherence  to  antiretroviral  (ARV)
treatment regimens. However, there is little research which provides insights into
the  structure  and  organization  of  pharmacist–patient  interactions  and
communication, and no research of  this  nature in the context  of  antiretroviral
treatment. It is important to research pharmacist–patient interactions in order to
understand the mechanisms of  communication specific  to  this profession and
improve  communication  processes.  This  paper  presents  results  from  a  data
corpus  of  video-recorded  pharmacist–patient  interactions  in  a  South  African
HIV/Aids clinic pharmacy. Conversation analytic tools were used to determine the
overall  organizational  structure  of  the  interactions  and  expand  on  various
templates suggested in the literature,  specifically Pilnick's  (2001)  template for
advice-giving  sequences  in  pharmacy  interactions.  A  new  template  for
interactions  is  proposed  which  includes  additional  structures  and  sequences.
Specifically,  interactions  contained  multiple  cycles  of  delivery  of  instruction,
patient response, and verification of understanding. These pharmacy interactions
appeared to  be influenced by context  and disease-related  factors,  which  has
implications for pharmacy practice (7, 25, and 26).
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The pharmacist,  as the last health professional to come into contact with the
patient, plays a vital role in patient education on drug use. Five hundred patients
were  interviewed  to  assess  the  extent  of  pharmacists'  involvement  in  the
education of patients on drug use. The findings indicated that both physicians
and pharmacists explained the use of medication; however, pharmacists (20%)
were much clearer in their instructions than physicians (11%). Ninety percent of
patients who needed more information on their medicines, besides its frequency
of use, did not receive it. Patients were not told about drug adverse reactions
(100%),  storage  conditions  (93%),  important  precautions  (91%),  drug-food
interaction (90%) and preparation of suspensions (64%). Fifty-one respondents
had in the past made mistakes in the use of their medications, and in 16% this
resulted  in  serious  consequences.  Ninety-three  prescriptions  contained  drug-
drug interactions, and 97% of these were dispensed unnoticed. Of the patients
interviewed,  72% were satisfied with  the role  of  pharmacists  in  disseminating
drug  information,  67%  would  get  a  refill  from  them  without  going  to  their
physicians, and 52% had consulted them for OTC medications. It is concluded
that, although there are some deficiencies. Pharmacists are providing information
on drug usage and patients have confidence in them. They should, therefore,
acquire the proper training and communication skills to enable them to provide
this service more effectively. (8, 27, 28, and 29). 
Client’s satisfaction: One of  the levels  of  communication indicators is  client
satisfaction. Client satisfaction with treatment processes may both influence, and
be  influenced  by,  treatment  outcomes.  Clients  who  are  not  satisfied  with  a
service  may  have  worse  outcomes  than  others  because  they  miss  more
medications, leave against advice or fail to follow through on treatment plans. It is
worth keeping in mind that satisfaction with the treatment processes, treatment
compliance,  and  positive  treatment  outcomes  are  inter-  related.  Ratings  of
different dimensions of satisfaction have been highly correlated in some studies,
and scores on these dimensions have been added to yield overall satisfaction
ratings (42).  
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Measuring client satisfaction:  A growing body of research is discovering what
clients  want  and  how to  measure  client  satisfaction.  In  both  developed  and
developing countries, clients share seven major concerns (43). These are: 
Respect: - clients want to be treated with respect and friendliness
Understanding: - clients value individualized service and prefer providers who
make the effort to understanding their particular situation and needs.
Complete and accurate information: clients value information. 
Technical competence: - clients can and do judge the technical competence of
the service they receive
Access: - Clients want ready access to services. Services have to be reliable,
affordable, and without barriers. 
Fairness: clients want providers to offer thorough explanations and examinations
to every one alike. They complain that providers offer preferential treatment to
friends, relatives… etc.
Results: clients come for services a specific purpose. They are dissatisfied when
told to come back another time or to go a different facility.
   3. Justification of the study 
Problem statement: Effective communication between the pharmacist and the patient
is an important  aspect  of  pharmacotherapy as it  ensures patient's compliance to
drug therapy.
But  this  is  not  the  case,  failure  in  pharmacist  –patient  communication  most
commonly  associated  with  non-compliance  with  drug  therapy including  failure  to
have  prescription  dispensed  or  renewed  omission  of  doses,  errors  of  dosage,
incorrect  administration,  errors  in  the  time  administration  and  premature
discontinuation. Hence considering it as a core issue is important as pharmacists are
the last health professional to come into contact with the patient,and plays a vital role
in patient education on rational drug use. The issue of medication failure is one of
the  challenges  in  treatment.  The  emergency  of  resistance  on  a  number  of
medications  is  the  biggest  challenge  in  the  world  (emergency  of  resistance  on
antibiotics,  ART,  TB,  antimalaria  agents  etc  on  life  threatening  diseases).
Pharmacist- patient communication is supposed to solve many problems associated
with medication failure.  
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4. Objective
 4.1. General objective: 
To assess pharmacy professionals-patient communication in ten selected health
facilities in Dahir Dar town Amhara National Regional State.
4.2. Specific objectives:
 To determine the extent of communication between the pharmacist and patient.
 To determine the level of  patient satisfaction
 To examine factors that affect patient satisfaction.
 To  examine  the  mechanism  of  medication  information  provision  by  the
Pharmacist to the patient.
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5. Methods 
5.1. Study Setting: Bahirdar is the main city of Amhara National Regional State
which is located on the bank of Lake Tanna in the high lands of North West
Ethiopia. It lies on the Addis Ababa –Gondar road which is about 564 km
away from Addis Ababa. It has 11 administrative kebeles with a population
of about   220,344. (30)
In the town, we got one referral hospital and three health centers which are
governmental and twenty eight private clinics, nine pharmacies and twenty
drug stores. 
5.2. Study design: both qualitative and Quantitative cross-sectional study were
conducted based on non-participant observation technique  of  pharmacist-
patient communication while they were served  in the different dispensary
areas  (normal  working  areas)  ,structured  questionnaires  were  used  to
examine  the  extent  of  communication  and mechanisms used  to  provide
drug  information  where  as  patient  exit  interview  helps  to  examine
satisfaction level  of clients .On the other hand, providers in–depth interview
were used to strengthen the information obtained in  structured check list
from both providers and clients
5.3. Study population
5.3.1. Source Population: Pharmacy professionals & clients in the selected
health facilities who were coming from July 7 to August 3.
5.3.2. Study Population: pharmacy professionals (fifty three in number) in the
selected health facilities,  particularly involved in dispensing processes
and patients whose ages were greater than or equal  to 18 years old
were assumed to respond appropriately for the question, coming to the
outpatient pharmacy with new and refill prescriptions or OTC (over the
counter) drugs to take their medication.
5.4. Sample size:
The required sample size was determined by using single population formula
considering the following assumptions:
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Proportion  of  50%  (considering  level  of  client  satisfaction)  level  of  effective
communication service; 50 % is taken due to absence of reliable previous study
that shows level of client satisfaction or level of communication service)
Level of significance = 0.05
Marginal error (d) = 5%
The formula for calculating the sample size (n) is
                    n= (Zα/2) 2 P x (1-P)
                                     d2
Where:
n= sample size
Z (α/2) = Z-score at 95% confidence interval = 1.96
P= positive prevalence (assuming that 50 % of the client would have  
Satisfied with the service)
1-P=Q= negative prevalence/proportion not satisfied with the service.
d= marginal error=0.05 (5%)
Therefore n becomes:
                                            n = (1.96)  2 x( 0.5x 0.5)
                                                          (0.05)2
                                            n = 385
With the above assumption,  the sample size was calculated and the overall
sample size was found to be three hundred eighty-five (385).This number was
doubled to  770  to  minimize design effect  and this  numbers were distributed
among selected health facilities according to their average patient flow  per day. 
5.5. Sampling procedures: The ten health facilities were selected randomly by
lottery method amongst all  health facilities as shown below and  the ten
health facilities were decided to be taken based on  the rule of thumb in
sampling  for  cross  sectional  institution  based  study,  which  states  if  the
number  of  units  are  very  large  (500-1000)  take  a  10% sample  ,if  it  is
medium size (100-500) take a 20-30% sample and if it is very small(less
than 50) take a 30-50%(31).Hence a 30% sample from the sampling frame
of 33 health facilities, ten were taken. Each professional –patient pair were
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selected in such a way that the  first patient flow of each health facility data
was taken from the institutions them-selves .Then the first pair was selected
randomly from numbers  1  to  10  then depending the  patient  flow of  the
facility interval was made .  
    Stratified                                                                     stratified
Figure 1.sampling procedure
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Health facilities both governmental & private in Bahirdar town
Three HC & one Referral hospital 
(RHP)(Gov’mt)
Nine pharmacies & about twenty 
drug stores            (private)
Two HC (n=136) &  a 
RHP(n=253)
Four pharmacies (RPH) 
(n=292) &     three  drug 
stores (DS)(n=77)
                        2HC + RHP + 4RPH + 3DS (758)
The study areas 
are selected 
randomly
The study areas 
are selected 
randomly
5.6. Data collection procedures 
5.6.1. Data Collectors: Two pharmacists with four years work experience and
four pharmacy technicians with two years and above work experience
were involved in the data collection process. The principal investigator
assisted and   supervised the overall activities in addition to collect the
data. Data Collectors were given training on how to collect and manage
the data collection process.
5.6.2. Data  Collection  process:  Before  the  data  collection  was  mad,
service providers were asked informed consent and get permission.
All these activities involved while the  patient  encounter the pharmacist
seriously  and   cautiously  observed  without  participating  in  the  real
situation and each  checklists of provider –patient encounters was filed
accordingly .The first client was selected randomly from the first ten and
then the pattern continued at  every fifth interval.  On the other hand, the
client  who has got  the  service is  interviewed at  the  exit  point  where
providers  were  absent  and  finally  providers  in-depth  interview  were
conducted. 
5.6.3. Study  tools:  structured  check  list  was  used  for  non-participant
observation on the actual encounter of pharmacists and clients in the
dispensary.  The check list contains patient care, health facility indicators
and  some  process  performance  activities;  and  the  structured
questionnaires were used for clients exit interview consisting of different
variables and then finally provider’s in-depth interview was conducted.
5.6.4. Quality control measures: Data collectors, assistants, and supervisors
all  are trained well.  Checklists were cleaned so reliability and validity
were completed .checklists were strictly checked; finally completeness of
the questionnaires were also checked. The data entry was done in epi-
info then the hard copy and the soft copy were cross checked.  
  
5.6.5. Variables:  Several literatures on pharmacist-patient communication
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5.6.6. /counseling /information provision in relation to medication was reviewed
.In this study, focus was on few variables only because of different 
constrains like time financial etc.. Then, variables which are considered 
important by the patient and experienced pharmacists were structured 
and used for the study.
Dependent  Variables:  The dependent  variables  indicating  medication  related
satisfaction were used. This includes:
 Client Satisfaction,
Independent Variables: The independent variables include:
 Socio-demographic variables         
 work experience of providers                      
 Type of health facilities             
5.7. Data management and Analysis: 
The data collected was cleaned for completeness and Consistency. Responses
for each questionaire were coded for simplicity of data entry. Then, 10% of the
data was first entered in EPI INFO 2005 version3.3.2 and was checked for the
appropriateness of data entry. Data entry was carried out using the EPI INFO
2005 Version  package  and  then  exported  to  SPSS version  16  packages  for
analysis.
Data  analysis  was  performed  using  scores  and  odds  ratio  using  SPSS  16
software’s  to  look  for   an  association  between  independent  variables  and
dependent  variables;  satisfaction,  adherence.  Mean  of  summary  scores  of
satisfaction was used to categorize satisfaction into satisfied and dissatisfied.
Statistics were used to determine the frequency of different variables. Analytical
statistics like multivariate analysis (like multiple logistic regression model) and
logistic  regression  were  applied.  Results  were  displayed  using  tables  and
interpreted as significant at a p-value of <0.05 and OR 95% CI. The qualitative
part was analyzed manually.  
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5.8. Operational definitions 
Communication:  the  exchange  of  information  and  interaction  between  the
providers-clients. 
Satisfaction: Patients’ opinion of care received from medication services/ staff
and  is  acknowledged  as  an  outcome  indicator  of  quality  of  service
(communication).  In  this  study  I  by  considering  eleven  questions   mean  of
summary satisfaction scores was taken as cut point to categorize respondents in
to satisfied and dissatisfied.
Information provided/given: the information imparted during service contact.
Provider  -Client  interaction:  personal  dimensions for  service,  principally  the
received  emotional  (affection)  contents  of  exchanges  between  providers  and
clients. These may include treating patients with dignity or respect and greeting.
6.  Ethical Consideration:
 Ethical clearance was obtained from Addis continental institute of public health &
Gondar University
Official  Letter  was  written  to  the  ANRS Health  Bureau  and  other  concerned
bodies  to  obtain  permission  and  cooperation  for  data  collection.  The
administration of the health facilities were requested by the official heading letter
by explaining the objective and benefit  of the study. He/she was told that the
study should be conducted in the informed consent of the study subjects. The
confidentiality  of  their  responses  and  the  importance  of  providing  the  right
information  to  concerned bodies were secured to  increase the validity of  the
study. Informed verbal consent was taken from the study subjects to participants
before the study was going to be conducted. 
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7. Results 
7.1. Results from quantitative studies 
A total response rate of 758 (98.44%) were obtained from 770 provider- client
encounter pairs in ten health facilities.
Among the respondents,  253 (33.38%),  68(9.00%)  ,  68(9.00%),  172(22.7%),
68(9.00%),  35(4.62%),  17(2.24%),15(1.98%),11(1.45%),and  51(6.73%)  were
taken  from  Felegehiwot  referral  hospital,Bahirdar  and  Abay  health
centers;GAMBY,Bezahiwot  ,Dagmawit,Gion  pharmacies;Universal,Selam  and
Red-cross drug stores respectively.
 
7.1.1. Socio-demographic characteristics
Out of the total  respondents 523 (69.0%)were males and  260(34.30%) were
between  25-34 years of age   .The mean age of the respondents was 32 years
with the standard deviation of 10.89. Most of the respondents 645(85.10%) were
orthodox Christians 
Regarding  their  marital  status,  438(57.80%)  were  married,  and  320(42.20%)
were single.  The educational level of respondents was comprised from unable to
read and write to degree holders being dominated by 279(36.80%) tertiary level
and followed by 220(29%) unable to read and write individuals. 335 (44.20%)
respondents have  a monthly income of  greater than 1500 Ethiopian birr. Most of
the clients 407 (53.70%) were lived in the urban while others lived in the rural
area. 293(38.70%) and 465(61.30%) were   government employees and private
employees respectively. 
Table-1: shows the socio-demographic characteristics of the sample population. 
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Tabel1: shows the socio-demographic characteristics of clients in the selected
health facilities in Bahir-dar town 2010.
socio-demographic characteristics     number                         percent (%)
Sex                Female                                235                         31.0  
          Male                                       523                                       69.0
Age                                  Age           18-24                                      244                                      32.23
                     25-34                                      26 0                                       34.30
                       35-44                                      105                                        13.9
                       >44                         151                                19.90              
Marital status  Single                                   320                                        42.2
                       Married                                   438                                        57.80              
Religion         Ortho Christ                          645                                        85.1
                        Muslim                                   113                                       14.90    
Education     illiterates                                 220                                       29.00              
                        Elemen. chool                        167                                       22.00 
                       Second. school                        92                                         12.10
                      Tertiary level                            279                                       36.80
Occupation   government                              293                                      38.70
                       Private                                      465                                      61.30
Income    <500                                         146                                       19.30
                        500-1000                                  139                                      18.30
                        1001-1500                                133                                       7.50    
                        >1500                                       335                                       44.20
Residence       Urban                                      407                                      53.70  
                        Rural                                      351                                      46.30    
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7.1.2. Provider—patient interactions and information provision system
It was observed that some of the ten health facilities had a program to provide
health  education  for  clients  about  rational  drug  use  which  was  led  by  the
pharmacy unit head as part of their job description .Almost all  health facilities
under the study used chairs and tables for their proper activities .All have water
supply but  it  was situated inappropriately to  use.  To address the privacy and
confidentiality of clients, separated counseling rooms were not found in any of
the health facilities.
Concerning to the provider –patient interaction and patient information provision
system, 758 patients in ten health facilities were observed while provider-patient
couple interaction occurred while they received drug from service providers who
had  work  experience  from  two  to  fifteen  years.  The  findings  showed  that
587(77.4%) and 377(56.9%) clients were not entertained politely and  did not
participate in decision making process during dispensing process respectively
and 563(74.3%) were not advised on the need to comply with the treatment. The
major  means  of  information  provision  to  clients  was  found  to  be  oral  which
accounted 507(66.90%) of the total provider – patient encounters .The provider
didn’t  tell  the  patient  of  696  (91.80%)  about  their  indication,  side  effects,
interaction, contraindication and other possible allergic reactions. 
The description of service provider –client interaction indicated that respondents
of  658  (86.7%)  didn’t  get  advice  on  the  storage  condition  and  precaution
measures of their medication. On the other hand most of the clients 656 (86.4%)
didn’t have accesses to attend privacy to get information on their medication.
Almost  all  health  facilities  (99.90%)  didn’t  provide  consultation  services  with
confidentiality. The extent of overall provider-client communication was generally
found to account 259 (34.17%). 
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Table 2: Description of provider-patient interaction & pattern of services provision
in the selected Health Facilities in Bahir Dar town   2010.
Variable category Response Number Percent
Provider greeted the patient in polite manner Yes
No
171
587
22.6
77.4
Patient participated in  decision making process Yes
No
327
431
43.1
56.9
The provider explained  how to take the drug(s) Yes
No
735
23
97.0
3.0
advised  the patient on storage conditions of 
medication
Yes
No
101
657
13.3
86.7
The patient able to attended  privacy Yes
No
101
655
13.3
86.4
Presence of consultation room  for  confidentiality Yes
No
1
757
.1
99.9
Mechanism of information provision
Oral
Written
Oral & written
507
18
233
66.9
2.4
30.7
Communication between the provider and the client 
courtesy,  Collaborative and problem solving style
Yes
No
437
321
57.7
42.3
The provider clearly indicate the intended route of 
administration on the label
Yes
No
303
455
40.0
60.0
All drug(s) prescribed labeled before dispensing Yes
No
325
453
40.2
59.76
Provider tell indications, side effects, drug interactions, 
contraindication, allergic reactions that could occur
Yes
No
61
696
 8.20
91.80
the client have knowledge about correct dose Yes
No
563
195
74.3
25.7
provider make patients to repeat the information after 
he /she did it
Yes
No
163
595
21.5
78.5
provider tell diet restriction and recommendation Yes
No
187
571
24.7
75.3
Overall provider-client interaction /communication Yes
No
259
499
34.17
65.83
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7.1.3. Results obtained from Observational checklist of clients
Participation of clients in the process of communication was assessed using ten
indicators variables. The finding has shown that from the total  respondents of
753 (99.50%) were not asking questions how to manage if side effects of their
medication occur during in the course of treatment. Among clients 731(96.4%)
were observed that they didn’t  ask any available  written information from the
provider. The overall question asking behavior of clients (68.88%) did not show
the involvement of respondents in the process of communication while they took
their medication .The following predictor variables were taken as indicators to
evaluate the knowledge, attitude and practice of clients question asking behavior
towards their medication.
In the assessment process as it is observed a two way communication and the
result  has shown that clients question asking behavior about their medication
was generally poor as shown in the following table (tab 3).
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Table3: Description  of  clients  understanding  &  knowledge  respect  to  certain
indicator variable in the selected health facilities in Bahir Dar town 2010
                             Variable  type Response Number Percen
t
Ask t he name of the medicine Yes
No
64
694
8.4
91.6
what the medicine is supposed to do Yes
No
108
650
14.2
85.8
 how much the medicine has taken  as a single
dose
Yes
No
496
261
65.4
34.4
 frequency of  medicine in the recommended
dose
Yes
No
584
173
77.0
22.8
when should take medicine Yes
No
463
294
61.1
38.8
 for how long  to take the medicine Yes
No
435
322
57.4
42.5
 what  foods,  beverages,  etc,   avoided  while
taking the medication
Yes
No
152
605
20.1
79.8
ask  the  possible  unwanted  (side)  effects  of
medicine
Yes
No
27
730
3.6
96.3
 what he should do if side effects occur Yes
No
4
753
.5
99.3
  what written material  is available about the
medicine
Yes
No
26
731
3.4
96.4
Overall question asking behavior of clients Yes
No
236
522
31.12
68.88
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7.1.4. Satisfaction of clients on dispensing services.
According  to  the  result  obtained  from  the  analysis,  436  (57.52%)  of  the
respondents were satisfied with the overall service provided. In relation to time
spent to arrive health facility 194(25.6%) of the clients took them half an  hour to
1  hour,  101(13.3%)  of  the  respondents  took  61  minutes  to  2  hours  while
195(25.7%) and 268(35.4%) of the respondents took them less than 30 minutes
and  more  than  2  hours  respectively.  Majority  of  the  clients  674(88.9%)  of
respondents claimed that service hours of health institutions were convenient for
them.
The study assessed different normal activities that affect satisfaction of clients by
rating  responses  given  on  each  activity  on  two  point  scales:  satisfied,  and
dissatisfied.  Results  showed that  there  were  a  lack  of  getting  information  on
medication  respect  to  how  to  take  each  single  dose,  frequency,  duration,
expected  effect,  associated  side  effects  and  its  management,  giving  time  to
understand all possible aspects of the drug. Table 4 shows satisfaction rate of
different variables on two point scales.
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Table  4:  Response  to  certain  satisfaction  variables  assessed  in  the  health
facilities in the selected health facilities in Bahir Dar town 2010.
             Variable                                                               Satisfaction rate
                                                                 Satisfied (+1)              dissatisfied (-1)
                                                                  No (%)                              No(%) 
Time spent in dispensing                      567(74.7%           192(25.30%)
The queue process                                 531(70.0%)             227(30.0%)
 The courtesy and respect                       536(70.7%)         222(29.3%)
Assurance of privacy in Counseling     266(35.1%)            492(64.90%)
Time to get the health service & back     470(62%)        288(38.0%)
Availability of drugs and supplies           407(53.72%)        351(46.3%) 
Confidentiality of health problems          275(36.2%)              483(63.80 %)
 Overall satisfaction                                  436(57.52%)           322(42.50%)
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The mean, median and mode of the summary score of satisfaction were found to
be 27.40, 28 and 29 occur in alphabetical order which shows the longer tail is at
the left of the distribution respectively with standard deviation of 4.96 and inter-
quartile range of 6.50.The overall data distribution was skewed negatively as the
majority of the scores were at the right end of the curve few small scores were
scattered at the left end. Taking the mean of summary score of satisfaction as cut
point,  444(58.58%)  of  the  respondents  were  found  to  have  satisfaction  level
above summary mean score (that is above 27.00) and 314(41.42%) summary
mean score were dissatisfied and (that is 27 and below). But here the median
was a preferable measure of statistics than mean as the data not  distributed
uniformly. Hence satisfaction here was better to be measured using median and
found to be 372(49.1o %) of respondents above the median value.  
Figure 2.Histogram for the summary score mean with normal distribution curve.
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On the other hand Cross tabulation of patients ‘overall satisfaction in the received
service versus certain explanatory variables has shown that males had a strong
association of satisfaction  as  compared to females and  married individuals had
moderate  satisfaction  than  single  ones.  However  there  was  no  statistical
significance  association  between  the  different  predictors  and  the  outcome
variable  except  marital  status,  sex  and  income  from  socio  demographic
characters while analyzed using binary and multiple logistic regressions.  For
some health facilities there were significant association with the outcome variable
The output of both crude and adjusted logistic regression is shown in table five
below.
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Table 5:  Patients’ overall satisfaction with the provided services versus certain
explanatory variables in the selected health facilities in Bahir Dar town 2010
Variable Category Satisfaction
COR (95%CI) AOR (95%CI)Dissatisfied Satisfied
 Sex      Female
              Male
101(43.2%)
192(36.70%)
133(56.80%)
331(63.3%)
1.00
1.309(.956,1.792)
1.00
1.427(1.013,2.010) *
Religion Ortho ristian
               Muslim
              Protestant 
246(32.45%)
42(5.54%)
6(.80%)
399(52.64%)
50(6.60%)
15(1.99%)
1.00
0.734(0.473,1.140)
1.541(0.590,4.026)
1.00
1.030(0. 553,1.916)
2.169(0.785,5.995)
Educat  uneducated
             elemt. school
           Secod. school
             Tertiary level
77(10.16%)
68(8.87%)
33(4.35%)
116(15.30%)
143(18.87%)
99(13.06%)
59(7.78%)
163(21.50%)
1.00
0.784(0.518,1.187
0.963(0.579,1,600)
0.757(0.525,1.090)
1.00
0.748(0.459,1.219)
0.881(0.441,1.760)
1.515(0.880,2.609)
Marital St.  Single
                  Married
107(14.12%)
187(24.67%)
213(28.100%)
244(32.19%)
1.00
0.655(0.485,0.885) * .559(0.387,0.808) *
Residence    Rural
                     Urban
84(35.3%)
210(40.40%)
154(64.70%)
310(59.60%)
1.00
0.805(0.586 ,1.107)
1.00
1.370(0.959 ,1.958)
Income   <500
              500-1000
             1001-1500
             >1500
40(5.3%)
60(7.90%)
64(8.4%)
125(16.5%)
106(13.94%)
79(10.42%)
74(9.76%)
210(27.70%)
1.00
0.497(0.303,.813) *
0.407(0.247,.669)
0.634(0.414,.970)
1.00
0.341(0.165,.705) *
0.255(0.113,.574) *
0.527(0.288,.965) *
Felegehiwot rhospital 149(58.90) 104(41.10) 1.00
Badar health centers 40(58.8%) 28(41.20%) 1.003(.579,1.718) 0.541(.391,1.749)
Abay health centers 48(70.60%) 20(29.4%) 0.597(.939,2.988) 1.491(.786,.9827) *
GAMBY pharmacy 104(60.5%) 68(39.50%) 0.940(.939,2.988) 1.086(.705,1.673)
Bezahiwot pharmacy 50(73.5%) 18(26.50%) 0.516(1,070,3.512) 2.128(1.138,3.979) *
Dagmawit pharmacy 23(65.70%) 12(34.30%) 0.747(.737,2.808) 1.863(.793,4.358)
Gionpharmacy 5(29.40%) 12(70.60%) 3.44(.099,.850) 0.364(.088,.795) *
Universal drug stores 9(64.30%) 5(35.70%) 0.796(.409,3.857) 0.842(.256,2.768)
Selam drug stores 9(81.9%) 2(18.1%) 0.318(.665,14.886) 3.589(.683,18.863)
Red-crossdrug stores 27(51.9%) 25(48.10%) 1.33(.414,1.372) 0.664(.348,1.267)
Reference categories indicated by value: 1.00; significance association *; p< .05
However, when adjusted odds ratio was calculated among variables which have
non adjusted p-value less than 0.05, significant association was found among
marital status, income and satisfactions. Married individuals 244(32.19 %) were
found be satisfied when compared with single individuals. 
7.2. Results from qualitative studies 
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To strengthen the quantitative  findings obtained from questionnaires,  in-depth
interview was done among seven pharmacy professionals and the number of
provider interviewed was determined by the redundancy point of the information
from them.
.
7.2.1. Summary results from in –depth interviews with service providers.
Four pharmacists and three druggists were involved in the in-depth interview. All
of them were working in the dispensary from two to fifteen years. All providers
were evidenced that the level of communication between the professionals and
the clients is not as such good ,even though the issue is critically important.
 One senior druggist said that:
 ‘’  We gave enough information and communicated well with our clients but most of
them didn’t understand that drugs are hazardous substances and then they didn’t give
attention for better communication with their service providers.”
 Another service provider said
 “The communication is mostly poor because of the failure of the professionals to create
motivation and good environment for best communication. However, we should work
hard to create a convenient environment for a patient to ´communicate freely and ask
for any problem that they encounter regarding their medication.´´
Some  pharmacists  explain  the  communication  between  the  pharmacy
professionals and their clients is generally poor because of less time and  contact
is too short to address important information, the provider sometimes become
exhausted from heavy work load, no on job training to dispensers to develop
good communication skill and scale up their knowledge, fill  the gap and share
experiences ,new findings are coming up so that the professional should up-to-
date their knowledge , be acquainted with the new technology,  to know well  the
interest of clients .On the other hand there is a lack of interest of the client to
accept the advice about their medication  which could be associated with poor
communication skill .  ``lastly  one pharmacist said that professionals should get
a good communication skill at higher education and on continued  job training
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;professionals should be competent and honest to deliver the desired information
so that clients can develop confidence on dispensers. Health education should
undergo  on  rational  drug  use,  select  the  right  personnel  regarding  the
medication. 
On the other hand there are a number of questions that clients should  ask their
service providers but they didn’t do so because of different reasons as it is stated
earlier,  lack  of  knowledge  and  confidence,  discomfort  created  due  to  health
problem, over confidence on the professionals or patients trust service providers
since they assumed that the service provider knows all  about the medication
hence then they wait everything from them and accept as it is, socio-economical
and cultural affairs may contribute too, the patient may  understand all about the
drug(s) .some might thought only about the problem and the pain  and they did
not give attention to communicate and to know more about their medication ,the
setting condition  and patient condition also have their own contribution.
(in-depth interview) 
A pharmacist from the hospital said that: 
``Clients did not know whom to ask question regarding their medication…they do not
recognize pharmacy professionals are the right personnel their medication …they did
relay  on  physicians  diagnosis  and  information  provision  rather  than  other
professionals….Clients do believe drugs could cure if it is taken by any means….they did
not have enough time to contact and to ask about their medication.´´
Another provider said that  ‘’  as  to my experience I  usually give information orally,
demonstrate, labeling and providing leaflets’’.
8. Discussion
8.1.  Provider—patient interactions and information provision system
The result of the study has shown that the interaction between the provider and
the  client  respect  to  the  communication  21(42.30%).was  not  courtesy,
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collaborative and problem solving style.  Hence the finding has shown that extent
of  communication  was  highly  compromised.  In  terms  of  normal  satisfaction
variables  like  greeting,  collaborating  activities  and  interactive  relationships,
majority of service providers didn’t properly practice in their work place. 
On  the  other  hand  some  socio-demographic  characteristics  and  few  health
facilities were significantly associated with satisfaction as a result they could act
as determinant factors for satisfaction. As it was shown in the result, the major
means of mechanism to transfer information usually from the provider to clients
was oral. Although providers sometimes gave written information and a lesser
extent demonstrate clients. However, other related findings have shown that a
study  consisted  of  a  survey  of  pharmacists  working  in  a  randomly  selected
sample of 400 community pharmacies in Michigan of which 234 (58.5%) usable
responses were analyzed. The results indicated that pharmacists did not provide
oral  information to  most  of  the patients to which they dispense prescriptions.
Written  information  is  provided  primarily  via  the  labels  on  the  prescription
container.  The  final  objective  of  treatment  is  to  make  clients  adhere  their
medication and prevent, minimize and /or cure clients from their health problems.
But the study showed that on the result part the most important ingredients of
dispensing practice were not fully or partially practiced among the selected health
facilities. 77.40% of the clients were not greeted by their service providers even
though it is essential to open a door for good relationships between them. Among
the total respondents 431(56.9%) were not involved in decision making process,
if clients did not participate in their own issue either to accept or reject decision, it
is  difficult  to  anticipate  that  patients  adhere  to  their  medication.  In  all  health
institutions 99.9% of clients didn’t get complete and accurate drug information
from the provider which was found to be the most critical problem in all study
areas.  Missing  information  about  the  medication  means  individuals  are  more
likely  to  become  non  –compliance  to  their  medication,  failure  to  treatment,
resistance likely  development to their medication and other unwanted effects.
 A generic aim of a drug expert is to optimize patient outcomes by supporting the
quality  use  of  medicines.   This  is  achieved  by  the  provision  of  up-to-date,
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accurate, timely and objective information on the appropriate use of drugs and
drug  therapy  .But  in  the  majority  health  facilities  this  was  not  practiced
accordingly.  
From the total 758 respondents, 507(66.9%) were given the information orally
which  could  be  forgotten  soon  after  the  client  left  the  dispensary.  what  is
expected  from the  service  provider  is  usually  the  most  important  information
should be labeled on a correct packing material or containers after advising and
reach a common agreement .  only 18(2.40%) of the respondents were given
written information. Among the respondents 233(30.70%) were given both oral
and written information  and clients expected to adhere their course of treatment.
The communication between the two parties, 43% were poor, non collaborative
and none problem solving style even though the analysis has shown the data
mentioned above clients indicate satisfaction to a certain extent. But pharmacy
professionals  did  not  give  meticulous,  accurate,  analytical  and  able  to
communicate effectively with the service receivers. 
In relation to purpose of medication, associated adverse reactions, drug- drug
and  drug  –food  interactions,  contraindications,  possible  complications
696(91.80%) of the respondents were not advised correctly and effectively  about
their medication who might get  failure to treatment . Providers gave information
to their clients mainly focus on how to take or only on the direction of use of the
medication 735 (97.00%). 
Other related study (19) has shown that the level of communication between the
pharmacists and their patients was generally very poor.The Pharmacists have
provided information  to  patients  mainly  in  connection  with  the  prices  of  their
medications (98.5%) and the directions for their use (98.5%) which is equated to
the findings of this study. But they hardly provided information to the patients in
areas such as continuity of therapy, contraindications, interactions, monitoring,
solicitation of feedback and the name, source, nature, purpose and side effects
of their drugs with a high missing rate of (91.80%).  Patient's question asking
behavior was also generally poor and most patients tend to ask questions in
relation to the price of their medications (2, 19, and 21). The findings of this study
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is highly comparable with studies done by different researchers the directions for
their use (98.5%)  and the finding of this paper has shown on how to take or use
the medication (97.0%).  
some other studies (9.10) showed that 22.7% of adverse drug reactions in the
hospital admission induced by the non – compliance which was mainly resulted
from failure in communication between   the provider and clients .The quality and
the effectiveness of communication of the health professionals with the patient
were the major determinants of the patient understanding and attitude towards
the illness and the therapeutics regiment itself (9.10). 
In this finding most of the activities undertaken by service providers in providing
information not aimed to optimize drug use.  From the quantitative part as it was
seen the information given during dispensing  on the labeling package (59.76%)
of medications were not labeled that the patient has missed safety and benefits
expected to obtained from the medication .Hence service providers didn’t provide
accurate, unbiased, factual information which is primarily given in response to
patient-oriented  drug  problems.  Principally  all  drug  information  provider
professionals  should  aim  to  provide  up-to-date,  comprehensive,  unbiased
information,  which  assists  in  the  appropriate  and  rational  use  of  drugs.  The
findings of both quantitative and qualitative part has shown ,  there was a gap in
maintaining effective communication with patients which usually  depends greatly
on the degree of empathy demonstrated in the course of conversation which is
usual induced by politeness and attractive greeting but politeness and greeting
were highly compromised .
Studies repeatedly show that effective patient counseling can significantly reduce
patient  non-adherence,  treatment  failure,  and  wasted  health  resources.  The
qualitative  components  of  this  study  strengthening  the  quantitative  part  by
indicating  that  most  of  the  service  providers  agreed  that  the  communication
between the two parties is really compromised that could not made the client
adhere to the treatment and has also shown clearly the factors that contributes
for  the  existence of  poor  communication  and identified  major  mechanisms in
information provision of clients.  
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8.2. Client satisfaction 
Clients were satisfied with some services ranging from satisfaction with getting
information  about  dispensing  services  (67.2%)  to  satisfaction  with  measures
taken how to take the medication (97%). Moreover 49.10% of the clients were
having above the median satisfaction score. This satisfaction of 49.10% is much
higher  when  compared  with  other  reports  which  were  conducted  to  assess
satisfaction rates of outpatient department services. These reports showed 22%
and 37.2% in Gondar, and the British social attitudes survey of 1990 respectively
(32,33). On the other hand, a survey done in Jimma hospital (34) on satisfaction
of  outpatient  department  showed  57.1  %  of  satisfaction  which  could  be
considered more or  less greater than the result  of  this study.  Another  study
conducted in Singapore hospitals has revealed that 60% of the total number of
patients reported service quality was above their expectations (35).  Measuring
satisfaction of dispensing services might overestimate the satisfaction level. This
could be not only due to getting drugs for clients but also better information was
possibly transferred to clients compared to other study areas cited(32,33).  In
other  satisfaction  studies  on  other  health  care  services,  lack  of  drugs  and
supplies in hospital  pharmacies was the major problem. A study conducted in
Jimma  hospital  where  63.7%  of  the  clients  lacked  drugs  from  the  hospital
pharmacies  which  was  higher  compared  to  this  study  where  53.72%  of  the
respondents were satisfied with availability of drugs and supplies. This difference
could be due to  nowadays in most of government  health institutions availability
of drugs and supplies far better than before ,they have got drugs and supplies
from  donors  and  government  allocate  budget  that  could  serve  to  secure
minimum stoke of   drugs as  well   the  study includes private  health  facilities
which  have  better  provision  of  drugs  and  supplies.  On  the  other  hand,  the
pharmaceutical sector starting from a few past years strengthen its potential both
in  quality  and  coverage  to  made  pharmaceutical  products  accessible  and
affordable.    Similarly  many studies  have also  indicated that  patients  equate
availability  of  drugs  with  high  quality  services,  a  study  conducted  in  Kenya
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reported drug availability in health facility had a positive impact on demand for
services. Another study in the Toronto district also concluded that the availability
of drugs in the rural health facilities brought satisfaction not only to the users, but
also  to  the  providers  (36).   There  are  also  evidences  that  suggest  health
professional  and client  relationship  aspect  of  satisfaction  affect  the  quality  of
services or outcomes of treatment. The health care providers at the dispensary
units need to recognize that they are not the only sources of information that
patients  use.  This  underscores  the  need  for  an  ongoing  patient-provider
relationship  because  questions  and  issues  will  arise  as  patients  take
medications. Their characteristics also contribute to whether they are adherent or
non- adherent to their therapy (37). Similarly a study conducted in South Africa
revealed  lack  of  communication  and  important  messages  to  patients  were
identified  as  an  important  issue  impacting  on  quality  thus  affecting  client
satisfaction (38).  Other authors have also reported that sources of dissatisfaction
with  health  care  include  the  inadequacy  of  information  dissemination  about
patients’ conditions and treatment (39, 40). Clients cannot be expected to adhere
to a treatment plan if they don’t understand it properly. The treatment plan needs
to be explained to patients in terms that they can comprehend, that the objectives
of the treatment  .Clients need to  understand exactly what  the effect of  non-
adherence is likely to be on their ability to reach the objectives of the treatment
(41). Education about medications should be provided with use of varied media,
including photographs, and it should be individualized to patients’ literacy level
and primary language (41). All these may have a great contribution to satisfaction
of clients and Adherence.     
8.3. Association between predictors and outcome variables
Patient overall satisfaction level with the provided service versus certain predictor
variables  has  shown  significant  association  as  analyzed  using  binary  and
multiple logistic regression .some independent variables strongly associated like
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sex and others associated moderately with an outcome variable in adjusted odds
ratio. Some variables were confounded in the crude odds ratio but they were not
appeared  in  the  fitted  model  equation.  When satisfaction  was  analyzed  with
socio-demographic variables and health facilities, there were not any association
with the majority independent variables except marital status, sex and income,
and certain health institutions in both binary and multiple logistic regressions.
Married individuals were less likely satisfied with the service provided than single
ones.     Hence sex,  income and marital  status  were  determinant  factors  for
satisfaction.  The  95%CI  was  (0.485,  0.885)  suggesting  that  the  effect  of
maternity  was  an  average  decrement  of  between  0.485  and  0.885  on
satisfaction.  The  95%  CI  in  all  cases  was  narrow  that  could  show  a  true
difference or a variation among satisfaction and determinant factors.  
Strength and limitation of the study  
Strength: Inclusion of both quantitative and qualitative methods. It also included
both clients and providers. The study’s methodology along with its coverage of
ten  of  the  thirty  three  health  facilities  could  show  representative  findings  in
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relation to satisfaction, factors, and mechanisms. This study was different from
other  similar  studies  in  that  It  includes  ten  indicators  that  could  assessed
knowledge, attitude and practice of the patient in the process of communication
with  their  service  providers.  Besides  Internal  validity  was  kept  through
randomization and multi-variate analysis.   
Limitation This study is a facility based survey. So it may not show subsequent
patterns of  communication.  It  may overestimate findings since data collection
was conducted in the health facilities. On the other hand this study covered only
those clients who came to health facilities during the data collection period. It
didn’t include those who didn’t come to health facilities which may underestimate
findings. On the topic there was shortage of reference materials.   
9. Conclusion
The extent of communication between pharmacy professional –patient was
highly compromised as other related findings have shown but  one parameter
made it  different.  Here the major  information provision was oral  and Patients
question  asking  behavior  towards  their  medication  was  generally  poor.  Even
thought the level of communication has shown moderate satisfaction, there were
identified a number of activities which didn’t practice both by the  providers and
clients but which have great importance for the benefit and safety of the clients,
in reducing resistance development on the medication  and wastage of individual
and government  resources. The absence of active participation of both service
providers and clients,  lack of  knowledge,  certain  socio-demographic variables
and setting conditions of health facilities were identified as determinate factors
whereas  oral  means  of  communication  was  found  as  a  major  means  of
information  provision  to  clients.  Moreover  this  study  has  revealed  out  that
enhancing satisfaction of clients, increase the level of awareness of clients to
perceive the changes and benefits of drugs in improving health problems were
associated  with  effective  communication  of  treatment.  This  is  in  addition  to
alleviating  the  common  problems  for  non-adherence  suggested  by  other
researches. 
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10.  Recommendation 
Even though  no  one  could  not  deny  that  good  communication  could  bring
remarkable  positive  changes  to  the  treatment.  However  the  following
recommendations may help to maximize the safety and the benefit of the client
by improving quality of communication between service-provider –patient in the
health facilities.  
Strengthened education to enhance awareness of community and individuals on
rational drug use through different approaches like mass media and using role
models to minimize undesirable effects of drugs. It is advisable to give both oral
and written (labeling on the packing material) information when ever medication
is dispensed. Providers better advise clients on their  indications, side effects,
drug interactions, contraindication, allergic reactions that could occur. 
Working  with  stakeholders  particularly  with  drug  administration  and  control
authority,  regulatory  bodies  and  police  makers,  NGO’S  working  on
pharmaceutical  aspects and community mobilization activities to avoid rumors
and misbelieves on drugs. 
Creating awareness of health professionals about the importance of continuous
follow up of their clients and providing information about their medication and
benefits gained. 
Minimizing work load on health facilities by increasing professionals and limiting
their  working  hours,  making  available  drug  information  centers  in  the  health
institutions  like  drug  information  system,  counseling  services  that  keep  client
privacy and confidentiality, develop a curriculum that increases communication
skills  of  students  and  get  enough  attachment  time  to  health  institution  for
practical exposure before graduation (from half to one solid year).
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12. ANNEXES
Annex 1: sampling technique and procedure
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Nine pharmacies & about 
twenty drug shops               
(private)
One Health Center& one
Referral hospital 
Four 
pharmacies& 
three drug stores 
 Health facilities both governmental & private in bahirdar town
Three Health C enter& one 
Referral hospital governmental
Four pharmacies &     
three drug stores; two
Health Center & one 
Referral hospital 
The study areas 
were selected 
randomly 
The study 
areas were 
selected 
randomly
Annex 2: Conceptual frame work 
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           Input
 Trained 
personnel
 Information 
system
 Counseling 
service
 Referral 
service
 Drug Supply
 Provision of 
constellation 
service
 Good 
Communicatio
n skill 
 Palliative care
 Client provider 
interaction
 Appropriate 
waiting time
 Access to 
Adequate care 
and information
 Provider 
competence.
 Patient variables
 Clinical settings
 Treatment regimens
 Disease characteristics
 Client provider interactionImproved
Perceived 
Health 
status
          Expected
            Adherence        
Client
Satisfaction
 Patient variables
 Clinical settings
 Treatm nt 
regimens
 Disease 
characteristics
 Client provider 
interaction
Adherence       
     Expectation
Annexe  3: Observational  checklist  for  the  assessment  of  pharmacist-patient
communication at dispensary site
Provider-patient interaction
S.No Description Yes=1 No=2 code Remark 
101 Does the provider greet the patient in a friendly/polite manner?
102 Do the provider and patient speak the same language?
103 Does a patient participate in part of decision making process? (e.g; 
time adjustment, brand selection…)
104 Is the patient able to remember and repeat vital instructions?
Information  provision
105 Does the provider explain how to take the drug(s)?
106 Does the provider explain the need to comply with the drug 
treatment?
107 Does the provider advices the patient about storage conditions of the 
medication?
108 Does the provider tell the patient for any concern regarding the 
treatment? (about side effects, progress, …)
Facility
109 Does the provider have a chair and table in the dispensary room?
110 Is the patient able to attend in privacy?
111 Is there consultation room which is separated for the sake of patients’
confidentiality?
112 Is there water supply in the dispensary room?
In process performance
113 Does the provider receive and validate the prescription?         
114 Were the items ready for dispensing? (if available)
115 Are the drugs prescribed properly dispensed?
116 Are the drugs to be dispensed appropriately packed? 
117 Is the information given oral or written?
118 Does the patient understand how to take the medication?
119 Is the communication between the provider and the client courtesy 
(politeness) interpersonal relationship, Collaborative and problem 
solving style?
120 Does the provider attempt to clarify the information effectively? 
121 Does the provider give verbal reinforcement instructions to the client 
(if necessary)?                
122 Does the provider clearly indicate the intended route of administration
on the label?
123 Is the communication simple, clear, understandable to the receiver? 
124 Does the provider pro-activate the patient when he/she thinks that 
clients are confused?
125 Is each prescription fully dispensed?
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126 Are all drug(s) prescribed labeled before dispensing?
127 Does the client have knowledge about correct dose?
128 Does service provider make patients to repeat the information after 
he /she did it?
129 Does the provider tell diet restriction and recommendation?
130 Does provider tell indications, side effects, drug interactions, 
contraindication, allergic reactions that can occur? (at least three of 
them)
131 How many minutes does the provider spend in dispensing the drug?
132 How many minutes does the provider spend in counseling the 
patient? (If there is any consulted client)
  Observation Checklist for clients Yes=1 No=2 code Remark 
201 Does the client ask the name of the medicine?
202 Does the client ask what the medicine is supposed to do?
203 Does the client ask how much the medicine he can take as a single 
dose?
204 Does the client ask in what frequency should he/she take the 
medicine in the recommended dose?
205 Does the client ask when should he/she take his/her medicine?
206 Does the client ask for how long he/she is to take the medicine?
207 Does the client ask what foods, beverages, and other medicines 
should he/she avoid while taking the medication?
208 Does the client ask the possible unwanted (side) effects of medicine?
209 Does the client ask what he should do if side effects occur?
210 Does the client ask what written material is available about the 
medicine? (like leaflet …)
Information Sheet
Good morning/good afternoon.  My name is  ________.  We came from Addis
continental institute of public health. We are working for an investigator doing this
thesis for the partial fulfillment of Master’s degree in public health. We would like
to ask you few questions about your satisfaction
Level, information given, levels of interaction with your service provider in the
dispensary area, the factors that makes you not to communicate and adherence
relevant to the services you receiving on medication given. This will help us to
identify some of  the  barriers  to  quality of  communication  on service  delivery,
based on your answer to our questions.
You have full  right to refuse, withdraw or completely reject part  or all  of  your
participation in the study. But we encourage your full participation as the answers
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you give on this form are very important to this study and to plan ways to help
other people who must take medication on a difficult situation. We would like to
assure you that all of your responses to our questions will be kept confidential
throughout the study process. Any of your information you provide will be used
only by the research team and will, by no means, be revealed to a third party. We
will  ask  you  questions  in  a  place  where  other  people  or  conditions  couldn’t
interfere. We would like to assure you that your participation on this research will
not  affect  any  of  your  treatment  and  other  benefit  that  you  get  from  any
organization. The interview will take 20-25 minutes. May I get your permission to
continue my interview?                      
                  1.   Yes       2.    NO      ----------- STOP
CONSENT FORM
I have read the information sheet above and clearly understood the purpose and
anticipated
Benefit of the research. I hereby need to assure with my signature below that I,
without any
coercion  or  forceful  act  by  the  research  team,  have  decided  to  voluntarily
participate in the study
to contribute my part in the effort being made for the betterment of medication
service.
Yes _______. Go to the next page. No ______. Acknowledge and go to the next
patient.
Health  institution’s  name  and  type  ___________________.  Interviewer
____________________
Date  of  interview  ____________________Supervisor:  Name  ___________,
signature _______
We would like to express our respect and gratitude to you for your interest and
motive to participate in this study.              Thank   you!
 
Annex4: Questionnaires for client exit interview
S.N0.                Variable               Category  
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301 Age in years------------
302 sex Female
Male
303 Marital status Single
Married
304 Educational status
Unable to read & write 
Elementary  school
Secondary school
Tertiary level
305 Religion
Orthodox Christian 
Muslim
Protestant 
catholic
Other
306 Occupation
Private employee
Government employee 
Merchant
housewife
Others *
307 Residence Urban 
rural
308 Income Ethio.birr --------------------.
 *Others: house wife, daily laborer, military, students etc. 
Annex 5: Client interview on service satisfaction 
Questions and filter (variables) category
309 How long did it take to you to arrive at the 
health facility?
---------------
hrs-
310
Did you feel that the schedule hours at the 
health facilities were convenient for you?
1.yes
2. No
ASSESSMENT OF CLIENT SATISFACTION ON THE SERVICE PROVIDED.
S.
No
Variable category Very
dissatisfied
(1)
Dissatisfi
ed (2)
Neutral
(3)
Satisfied
(4)
Very
satisfied
(5)
311 How much are you satisfied with the time the
provider spent in dispensing thedrug?
312 Were you satisfied with the queue (line) 
process to get your medication?
313 How much are you satisfied with the 
courtesy (politeness) and respect of the 
pharmacist and assistants during your visit at
the dispensary?
314 How much are you satisfied with the 
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measures taken to assure privacy during 
your consultation time if any?
315 How do you satisfied by the waiting time to 
get the health service and get back to your 
home?
316 How much are you satisfied with the 
availability of drugs and supplies?
317 How much are you satisfied with the 
measures taken to assure confidentially 
about your health problem?
318 How do you rate your overall level of 
satisfaction regarding the delivery of the 
health service you received from thehealth 
facility?
319 Would you recommend the services of this 
health facility to someone else?
401. Did you ever come to this health facilitybefore?)(New, refill prescription)
   1. Yes        2.No
402. How do youexplainthe interaction between you and your service providerin 
the dispensary?
      1. Poor                         2   .fair               3. Good                 4.  Very good
403. Was the cost incurred for the service provided fair in your view?
1. Yes       2.No
404. Was the service given satisfactory in your view?
1. Yes        2.No
405. How do you explain the quality of service in the dispensing area?
   1. Poor                    2   .fair                3. Good                 4.  Very good
406. What do you know now about your medication? (have you been told
1. The name   2.route of admin, 3.expected effect, 4.side effect, 
    5. Interaction, & contraindication 6. If any specify others-------------------
407. What methods /mechanism do they use to provide appropriate information
for you?
     1. oral             2. Written                 3.Demonstrate                          4.both
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408. Did you ask all the information that you need to know?    1`.yes  2. No
If the answer is no; skip to q409.
409. Which factors did affect you not to ask about your medication?
1. Lack of knowledge 2. Lack of concern   3.lack of confidence  4. Setting
condition 5. patient condition 6. if any specify others ----------------
Annex 5: Guide lines for In-depth interview for qualitative part of analysis
with service providers
1. To what extent do you communicate with your client while you are dispensing
new, refill prescription and OTC drugs for outpatients?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
2. What  factors  do  you  think  make  patients  unable  to  ask  about  their
medication? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------
3. What mechanisms do you follow to provide appropriate information for your
clients?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------
4. Do  you  have  any  more  to  say  about  pharmacy  professionals  –patient
communication?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------
Annex 6: Manual for Data collectors
Adequate planning and preparation for field work will increase the likelihood that data
will be collected and recorded in a reliable way. 
Select and train personnel
A key step in preparing for field work is to identify and train the persons to collect the
data. 
 Training course for data collectors
  The contents of the training course 
 Role of the data collectors
 Work to be carried out
 start and finish dates
 Days to work 
 Number of sites to be visited by each data collector.
 Reviewing and customaries the questioners 
 Practice  
  How data are collected 
 Practice session to enter data into the questioner 
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 Observing and interviewing patients
 Selecting a sample of encounters
 Field practice
 Data collection in the field 
 Final discussion comments 
 Annex 7: Amharic version 
   ራስን ስለማስተዋወቅ የሚሰጥ መረጃ
 እንደምን አደሩ/  ዋሉ ስሜ                                        ይባላል፡፡ የመጣሁት ከአዲስ
         ኮንቲኔታል የጤና አጠባባቅ ትምህርት ተቋም ነው፡፡ የምሰረው ለሁለተኛ ድግሪ የማሟያ
    የፅሁፍ ጥናት ነው፡፡አሁን እናንተን (አንተን/አንችን/     ለዚህ ጥናት የሚያግዙ ጥያቄዎችን
       ለመጠየቅ እንፈልጋለን፡፡ ጥያቄዎቹም በመሠረታዊነት አገልግሎት የሚያተኩሩት በዚህ የጤና
       ተቋም ውስጥ የሚሰጠውን የጤና አገልግሎት ምንያህል እንደአረካችሁ፣ የሚሰጣችሁ
      መረጃ፣አገልግሎቱን ከሚሠጡዋችሁ ባለሙያዎች ጋር ያላችሁን ግንኙነት፣ መቀራረብ
       ፣መረዳዳት ፣መግባባት፣ መከባበር፣ ሙያዊ መረጃን ከመስጠት አንፃር እናንተ
         ምየሚሰጣችሁን መድሃኒት ምን ያህል በመረጃ የተደገፈ ለመሆኑ ለማወቅ የሚያስችል ጥናት
 ለማድረግ ነው፡፡
      ከዚህም በተጨማሪ ስለመድሃኒቶቻችሁ መረጃ ለመጠየቅና ለማወቅ እዳትነሳሱ
        የሚያደርጋችሁ ነገሮች መኖር አለመኖራቸውን ከዚያም አልፎ ችግሮቹን ለመለየት የሚያግዙ
        ነገሮችን ለማወቅና ለመለየት የሚያስችሉ የመረጃ አለዋወጥ ላይ የሚታዩ ችግሮችን
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        በመለየት መፍትሄ ለማስቀመጥ የሚያስች ጥናት ለማድረግ ስለሆነ እናንተ የምትሰጡን
    መልስ በጣም ጠቃሚና አስፈላጊ ነው፡፡
           በዚህ ጥናት ውስጥ ለመሳተፍም ሆነ ላለመሳተፍ ግን ሙሉ መብ ትአላችሁ ማንም ሰው
         ሊያስገድዳችሁ አይችልም፡ ፡እኛ ግን ፍቃደኞች ከሆናችሁ የጥናቱ ተሳታፊ እንድትሆኑ በጣም
        እንፈልጋለን፡ ፡ምክንያቱም እናንተ የምትሰጡን መረጃዎች ለጥናቱ በጣም ጠቃሚ ስለሆነ
          የምትሰጡት መረጃ ምበኛ በኩልም ስጢሩ የተጠበቀ ይሆናል፡፡ በእኛና በናንተ መካከል ብቻ
 የሚታወቅ ይሆናል፡፡
         ጥያቄዎቹን ለመጠየቅ ሰዎች በማይረቡሹበት ቦታና ለዚሁው ጉዳይ ወደ ተመረጡ ቦታዎች
         በመሄድ ቃለ መጠይቁን እናደርጋለን፡፡ በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፍ ምሆነ አለመሳተፍ በሚሰጣችሁ
          የህክምና አገልግሎት ላይ ምንም ዓይነት ተፅዕኖ የለውም፡ ፡ስለዚህ ፍቃደኛ ከሆኑ ከ 20-25
    ደቂቃ ጥያቄዎችን ለመመለስ ዝግጁ ነዎት
አዎ                
አይደለም                 
 የፈቃደኝነት ቅፅ
         ከዚህ በላይ የተገለፀውን መረጃና ሀሳብ በሙሉ አንብቤ ተግባሩንና አላማውን እንዲሁም
         ያለውን ጠቀሜታ ተረድቻለሁ፡፡ ስለዚህ በማንም ሳልገደድ በራሴ ፈቃድና ተነሳሽነት በጥናቱ
    የራሴን ድርሻ ለመወጣት ለመሳተፍ ወስኛለሁ፡፡
አዎን              ወደሚቀጥለውገፅይቀጥሉ
አልተሳተፍም                  አመስግናለሁ በማለት ወደ ሚቀጥለው በሽተኛ መሄድ፡፡
  የጤናድርጅቱ ስምና ደረጃ                                    
   ቃለመጠየቁን የሚያደርገው ሰው ስም                               
   ቃለ መጠየቁን የተደረገበት ቀን                                                  
   የክትትልና ድጋፍ የሚየደርገው ስም                          ፊርማ                             
    የበሽተኛው መገለጫ ባህሪያቶች
301 እድሜ 18  ና 18 በላይ
ሴት
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302 ፆታ ወንድ
303 የጋብቻሁኔታ ያላገባ
ያገባ
304 የትምህርትደረ
ጃ
  ማንበብና መፅሀፍ ብቻ
1-8 ክፍል
9-12 ክፍል
ከ 12   ኛ ክፍል በላይ
305 ሀይማኖት
ኦርቶዶክስተዋህዶክርስቲ
ያን
ፕሮቴስታንት
ሙስሊም
ሌላም
306 ስራ የመንግስትሰራተኛ
የግልተቀጣሪ/ሠራተኛ/
ነጋዴ
 ሌላም * 
3o7 ገቢ ከ 500 ብርበታች
ከ 500 ብርበላይ
*       ሌላም የቤት አመቤት፣ የቀንሠራተኛ፣ ሠራዊት፣ ተማሪ ሌላም
ለ.   ደንበኛው ለሚሰጠው/         በተሰጠው የጤና አገልግሎት ላይ መርካት አለማርካት በተመለከተ
 የተደረገ ቃል-መጠይቅ
30
8
   ከጤና ድርጅቱ ለመድረስ
   ምን ያህል ጊዜ ይወስዳል?
ከግማሽሰዓትበታች
ከግማሽሰዓት.-
 አንድ ሰዓት
 ከአንድ ሰዓት 
-  ሁለት ሰዓት
  ከሁለት ሰዓት በላይ
አዎ
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30
9
    የጤና ድርጅቱ የስራ ሰዓት
 ይመችዎታል ወይ?
አይመችም
 ስራ
 የሚጀምርበትን
 ጊዜ አላውቅም
 መልስ የለመም
መጠይቅ   በጣም አልረካሁም
(1)
አልረካሁ
 ም (2)
ምንም
(3)
አርክቶኛል
(4)
 በጠም
 አርክቶኛል
(5)
31
0
  የመድሃኒት ማዘዣ
  ወረቀትን ለማሳየትየ
    ወሰደው ጊዜ ምን ያህል
አርክቶሃል?
31
1
  በማዘዣው መሠረት
  መድሃኒቱን ለማግኘት
  የነበረው ሂደት አርክቶሃል?
31
2
   በመድሃኒት ማደያ ውስጥ
  የሚሠሩት ሰራተኞች
 ለበሽተኛ /ለደንበኛ/ 
  የሚያሳዩት ትህትናና
   አክብሮት ምን ያህል
አረካህ?
31
3
  የምክር አገልግሎት
   ተሰጥቶህ ከሆነ የገኘኸው
   ነፃነት ምን ያህል
አርክቶሃል?
31
4
   የጤና አገልግሎቱን አግኝቶ
   ለመመለስና በቆየህበት ጊዜ
    የነበሩት ሂደቶች ምን ያህል
አርክቶሃል?
31
5
   በመድሃኒት አቅረቦት በኩል
   ያኙት አገልግሎት ምን
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 ያህል አረከዎት?
31
6
   ስለጤና ችግሩ ሚስጥር
  ለመጠበቅ የተወሰደ
   ውእርምጃ ምን ያህል
ረኩበት?
31
7
   በአጠቃላይ በጤና ድርጅቱ
   ውስጥ ያገኘኸው የጤና
   አገልግሎት ምን ያህል
አስደሰትዎ?
31
8
   የዚህን የጤና ድርጅት
   አገልግሎት ሌላ ስው
  መጥቶ እንዲጠቀም
 ይመክራሉ /ይናገራሉ/?
በሽተኞችወይምደንበኞችአገልግሎትንአግኝተውሲወጡለሚጠየቁጥያቄዎችየሚያገለግሉመሪመ
ጠይቆች
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401. ከዚህበፊትከዚህየጤናድርጅትለህክምናመጥቶውያውቃ?
402. ስለተሰጠህመድሃኒትየተሰጠህመረጃምንድንነው?
403.መድሃኒትባለሞያዎችየሰጡትንመረጃሊገልፁልንይችላሉ?
404.በአንተ(በአንች)         እና አገልግሎቱን በሰጠህ ሰው መካከል የነበረው ግንኙነት ወይም
  ቃለምልልስ እንዴት ትገልፀዋለህ?
405. በመድሃኒትማደያቦታውስጥየሚሰጠውንአገልግሎትጥራትእንዴትይገልፁታል?
406.በአንተአስቴዬትየተሰጠህየህክምናአገልግሎትአጥጋቢወይምአርኪነበር?
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407.          በዚህ የጠናድርጅት ውስጥ የደንበኞችን እርካታ ለማሻሻል የሚሰጡት አስተያየ ትምንደን
ነው?
408.        ስለተሰጣችሁ መድሃኒት አስፈላጊውን መረጃ እንዳትጠይቁ የሚያደርጓችሁ ነገሮች
   ምንድን ናቸው ብለው ያስባሉ?
409.      ስለተሰጥዎት መድሀኒት አሁን የሚያውቁት መረጃ ምንድንነው(   ስሙ፣ አገልግሎት፣
       ጠቄሜታው፣ የሚያስከትለው ጉዳት አብሮ የማይወሰድ ነገር ፍፁም የተከለከለ)
       በዚህ ጥናት በመሳተፍስ ላደረጉት አስተዋአፆ በአክብሮት ልንገልፅለዎ እንወዳለን፡፡
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